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INDUCTIVE CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOGENEOUS CONES

BY

JOSEF DORFMEISTER

Abstract. A method is explained how to construct all homogeneous cones

in a unique way out of lower dimensional ones. The infinitesimal automor-

phisms of such a cone and its associated left-symmetric algebras are de-

scribed in terms of the lower dimensional constituents of the cone. It is

characterized when a homogeneous cone is self-dual or a sum of homoge-

neous cones.

In his paper, The construction of homogeneous convex cones [9] O. Rothaus

used E. Vinberg's results on left-symmetric algebras [13] to show that every

homogeneous regular cone can be constructed from a lower dimensional one.

But there is no description of the infinitesimal automorphisms of the cone

with respect to its low dimensional constituents and, as noted in [9], this

construction is not unique.

Starting from [10] and [8] and using [4], [5] and [5a] this paper shows how

to build up a homogeneous regular cone from lower dimensional ones in a

unique way. Further there is a description of the Lie-algebra of infinitesimal

automorphisms of a cone in terms of its building blocks. As a by-product we

obtain a splitting theorem of left-symmetric algebras with respect to the lower

dimensional constituents of the cone and several equivalent conditions for a

cone to be self-dual. Finally, there is a canonical mapping shown to be

injective, a result that will be helpful in investigations on homogeneous Siegel

domains.

In detail, the organization of this paper is as follows. In §1 we assemble

most of those definitions and results of the literature that are basic for this

paper. We also unify the notation used. Especially, we define triples F =

(K, t/, e}, where K is a homogeneous regular cone, tj a function on K and e a

point of K. For F and a properly defined Lie-algebra we derive splitting

theorems with respect to the lower dimensional constituents of A" in §§2, 3.

Results on sums of cones and the characterization of the self-dual case are

established in §4. The connections to E. Vinberg's left-symmetric algebras are

described in §§5, 6. In §7 we are mainly interested in the question: When is

Ax/2 injective? Before we arrive at the main result we present some lemmata
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that may be useful in later work on homogeneous Siegel domains. Finally, in

§8, we show how to construct every homogeneous regular cone in a unique

way out of lower dimensional ones. Here the "Construction Theorem" uses

nearly all that has been deduced before.

This paper's contents are part of the author's thesis [3]. We mention that in

[3] it was not generally assumed that all cones which appear are homoge-

neous. In this paper, however, for the sake of simplicity of notation and

shortness of statements we concentrate on the investigation of homogeneous

cones.

1. Definitions and notations.

1. In what follows ^ stands for the class of triples <A", tj, e), where K is a

regular cone (see [5a]) in a finite-dimensional R-vector space V, e is a point of

K and tj is a positive real mapping t/: K -> R+ such that

(1.1) Tj is infinitely differentiable,

(1.2) tj is homogeneous (there exists k E R such that tj(tx) = t*tj(x) for all

t > 0, x E K),

(1.3) the bilinear mapping (u, v) h» A"A^log tj(x) is positive-definite, for all

x E K (here A" means differentiation at x in direction u),

(1.4) for every sequence x„ of K that converges to a boundary point of K,

the sequence tj(x„) converges to + oo,

(1.5) the group Aut(A, tj) := { W E GL V; WK = K, there exists an a(W)

> 0 such that r¡(Wx) = a(W)-r\(x) for all x E K) operates transitively on K.

For every triple F = (KF, -qF, eF} of "¿F one puts V = VF and defines as in

[4], [5a],

(1.6) oF(u, v) := AX logr,f(x)|x_^, u, v E VF.

(By (1.3) the symmetric bilinearform o> is positive-definite.)

(1.7) hF: K^ K°', o^h^x), u) := -A>g Vf(x).

(As usual, for a regular cone K in V and a nondegenerate bilinearform o on

V, we put K" := {x E V; a(x,y) > 0 for all 0 ¥-y E K(by Kwe denote the

closure of A' in V)}. The regular cone K" in V is called the a-dual cone for K

(with respect to a).)

(1.8) HF: K^ End VF, o^H^u, v) := A^ log %(x),

(1.9)^«) := -hKHAx)\x=ef, u E VF.

It is well known from [4] that (u, v) h» uv := Ap(u)v defines a commutative

algebra 21^ on VF with unit eF and that hF and HF are rational. We will often

abbreviate x-yz := x(yz) for the product of three elements in 3if.

In what follows the index F is dropped when there is no possibility of confusion

(this also applies to (1.14)). In §1, e.g., there is used only one triple F,

therefore-except in definitions-we omit the index F. But at other places it is

inevitable to index (see Lemma 2.2., Corollary 4.4, . . . ).

Furthermore, one easily derives as in [4], [5a]
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(1.10) H(x) = H(x)° is positive-definite for all x £ K,

(l.ll)A(u) = A(u)°, o(uv, w) = o(u, vw) for all u, v, w E V,

(1.12) h(Wx) = [WTxh(x) for all x E K, W E Aut(A, 17),

(1.13) H(Wx) = [W]-xH(x)W~x for all x £ K, W E Aut(A:, tj).

Note that for (1.6)—(1.13) the property (1.5) of % is not used. We will take

advantage of this fact in §2.

2. Let 93 be a commutative algebra with product (u, v) h» uv and left-multi-

plications B(u). For x E 33 we define a new algebra 53x on the underlying

vectorspace of 33 by the multiplication law (u, v) h^ (ux)v + u(xv) — x(uv).

The algebra 33x is called the mutation of 33 with respect to x; left-multiplica-

tion in 33x is denoted by Bx(u). We obviously have Bx(u) = B(B(x)u) +

[B(u), B(x)] for all x, u E 33. In this paper we are mainly concerned with

mutations of 91 = 21^..

Using the definitions above, and the notation Lie T for the Lie-algebra of a

closed subgroup T of GL V, we put

(1.14) <3F := {x E VF; Ax(u) E Lie Ant(KF, t)f) for all u E VF).

We have the following important

Theorem 1.1 [5a]. @ ¥= 0.

This means that to all algebras 21^, x E @, x ¥= 0, we may apply the results

of O. Rothaus [10]. Furthermore, we can use the theory of M. Koecher [8] in

a nontrivial manner.

To unify notation we restate some theorems of [8] and [10].

Theorem 1.2 [8]. (a) AT^(v) = Ab(Tv) + [Ab(v), T] for all T E Lie

Aut(A, tj), v E V, b E @.

(b) 2I6, b E<3, is a Jordan-algebra.

(c) T°<& E <Sfor all T E Lie Aut(A, tj).

(d) @ is a formally-real Jordan-subalgebra o/2l.

From part (d) of the above theorem, one deduces that @ has a unit (see [1])

which we call c; for simplicity of notation we also use c, := c, c0:= e — c.

Henceforth we reserve the letter c for the unit o/@.

We recall from [5a] that for a triple F = (Ä", tj, e} one puts 3iF := {x £

Vf, Ap(x)E Lie Aut(A, tj)}. As usual, we drop the index F when there is no

possibility of confusion.

Remark 1.3. (1) From (1.14) one easily concludes @ c X (see [5a]). There-

fore, for any complete system of idempotents (CSI) dx, . . ., dr_x of @ one gets

a CSI dx, . . ., dr, dr := e — c, of 2Í that is contained in 3£. Hence by [5a] one

has a Peirce-decomposition of 21 with respect to dx, . . . , dr the Peirce-spaces of

which are pairwise orthogonal with respect to 0.

(For the definition of a CSI and a Peirce-decomposition see [5a, §3].)
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(2) Because of part (b) of Theorem 1.2, one may apply the results of [2, §2]

to 2Ié for b E @ with b2 = b.

(3) In Theorem 1.2. we put b = c,v = c and T = A(x), x E<3, and deduce

Ax(c) = Ac(x) + [Ac(c), A(x)]. We use the definition of 2tfc and get Ax(c) =

A(x) + [A(c), A(x)], Ac(x) = A(x) + L4(x), ^(c)] and Ac(c) = A(c). Putting

together these four expressions we derive L4(x), A(c)] = 0. Furthermore, this

implies Ac(x) = A(x) for x E @.

Let 33 be a commutative algebra. Then by Der 33 we denote the set of

derivations of 93.

Lemma 1.4. (a) Lie Aut(A, tj) c A(<5) + Der 2IC,

(b) Let T E Lie Aut(A, ij)andbE @. Then T E Der 2I6 <=> ra6 = 0.

Proof. Part (b) is immediately clear from Theorem 1.2. To prove (a) it

therefore suffices to derive [T - Ac(Ta c)]"c = 0 for all T E Lie AutiÄ', tj).

But by [2, Folgerung 1.2.c] we have y := [Ac(T"c)]ac = Ar(c)c, r := T"c, and

from Theorem 1.2, we deduce T"c £ @. Hence y = T"c and the lemma is

proved.

3. Now, letp £ <&, p2 = p. By Remark 1.3, we form the Peirce-decomposi-

tion 21 = 2l,(p) + 2t1/2(p) + 2I0(p) of 21, 2I,(p) = {x E 21; px = ix}. We

reduce 2t,(p) to 21, when no confusion can arise. Further, without mentioning,

for x £ V we always use the expansion x = xx + xx/2 + x0 with x¡ £ 21,. We

systematically use the indices 0, j, 1 to point out to which 21, an element of V

belongs. We define

Aj(X¡) := A(X¡)\^,      j = 0, {-, I, i = 1, 0, x,. E 21,, (1.15)

We note that Aj(xj) is an endomorphism of 21 • because of the composition

rules of a Peirce-decomposition [5a].

Let 77-,, /' = 0, \, 1, denote the projection of 21 = 21, + 2i1/2 + 2I0 onto 21,,

We put K¡ = Kf := tt¡(K), i = 0, 1, and get from [9, IV, Theorem 17].

Theorem 1.5 [10]. 77ie cones Kx and K0 are regular cones lying in the closure

K of K. Moreover, Ax(xj) £ Lie Aut Kxfor all x, E 2Í,.

In [10] there was also stated that Kx is a homogeneous self-dual cone. We

are going to sharpen this result.

For a formally-real Jordan-algebra 93 we call the connected component of

the set of invertible elements of 93 that contains the unit of 93 the positive cone

of 93. In [1, XI] this set has been denoted by Y^. For detailed results for

positive cones of formally-real Jordan-algebras we refer to [1] or [6].

Theorem 1.6. Kx is the positive cone of the formally-real Jordan-subalgebra

21,0/21.
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Proof. Put 21, := 2I,(c). Then note that De E 2I,/2 for all D E Der 2IC

because of Dc = D(c2) = 2c • Dc. Further, Ac(xx/2) E Der 2tc for all x,/2 £

2I,/2 (from Lemma 1.4(b)). Hence D := D - 2Ac(Dc) £ Der 2ÍC n Aut(A, tj)

and Dc = 0 for all D E Der 2IC n Aut(AT, tj). We consider the set b := {D £

Der 2IC n Aut(A, tj); Dc = 0). It is easy to verify D% c 2I„ i = 0, \, 1, for

all D £ b. Further, from Lemma 1.4(b) we deduce b c Der 2ÍC. Hence

û := {Ac(xj); x, E 21,} + b is a Lie-subalgebra of Lie Aut(K, tj) and from

Lemma 1.4(a) we conclude Lie Aut(A, tj) = o + {Ac(xx/2); xx/2 E 21,/2}. It is

clear that the elements of a leave 21, invariant. Therefore a, := {Ax(xx);

x, E2I,} + (Z)|2i,; D Eb} is a Lie-subalgebra of Lie Aut Kx. Furthermore,

by (1.5), we know that the set {T(xx + e - c); T E Lie Aut(A, tj)} equals V

for all x, E Kx. Hence {Txx; T E o,} equals 21, for all x, E Kx. Therefore,

the Lie-subgroup Í2, of Aut Kx which is generated by a, acts transitively on

Kx. Now, it obviously suffices to prove that ß,c is the positive cone of the

formally-real Jordan-algebra 21,. But the second summand of a, is contained

in the isotropy algebra for c E Kx and consists of derivations of 21,. Hence Kx

equals the set of Wc where If is a product of elements of the form exp A x(xj),

x, E 21,. From [1, XI, Satz 2.4], we conclude that Kx is the positive cone of

21,.
From the last theorem it follows that all x, E Kx are invertible in 2Í,.

Hence, see e.g. [2, §2], the endomorphism ^,/2(x,) of 21,/2 is invertible for all

x, E Kx. This enables us to define

kf/2: K^2I,/2,       x^[^1/2(x,)]-'x,/2, (1.16)

/c£:A^2í0,      x^x0-{-(e-p)(xx/2k{/2(x)). (1.17)

As usual we omit "p" when no confusion can arise. Using these definitions

and (1.14) we easily get

Lemma 1.7. (a) Every x E K can be written in the form

x = expAp(kx/2(x))(xx + k0(x)),        x, E Kx.

(b) A:0(A) c K0.

Proof. For x = x, + x,/2 + x0 £ K we can form kx/2(x) and k0(x) as

remarked above. We expand the right-hand side and get

exp Ap(kx/2(x))(xx + k0(x))

= x, + k0(x) + xxkx/2(x) + (e - p)(kx/2(x) ■ xxkx/2(x))

= x, + x0 - (e - p)(xx/2 • kx/2(x))

+ x,/2 + (e - p)(kx/2(x) ■ x,/2) = x.

Here we  have  used -4p(x,/2)y,/2 = (e — p)(xx/2yx/2),  an  identity which
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follows immediately from the definitions of 2L, and 2t1/2. It remains to show

x, E Kx and k0(x) E K0. But by the definition of @ we have for p E @

especially exp Ap(kx/2(x)) E Aut(A, tj). Hence x, + Â:0(x) E K. This, clearly,

implies the assertion.

The next result gives a very useful description of K.

Theorem 1.8. The mapping Kx X 21,/2 X K0 -* K, (x„ x,/2, x0) t-»

exp A (xx /2)(x, + x0) is a real-analytic diffeomorphism with functional de-

terminant det Ax/2(xj). The inverse mapping is given by xr->(xx, kx/2(x),

k0(x)).

Proof. Put <p(x,, x,/2, x0) := exp ^p(x,/2)(x, + x0) and denote by Y the

range of <p. Obviously, <p is real analytic. We have K c Y by Lemma 1.7 and

Y E K, the closure of K in V, because of Kx + K0 c K and exp Ap(xx/2) E

Aut(A, tj). Now, a simple computation shows that the functional determinant

of <p equals det Ai/2(xj). From the remarks preceding (1.16) we know that

Ax/2(xx) is invertible for x, £ Kx. Hence <p is an open map. But the open

kernel of K equals K. Therefore K = Y and <p is surjective. Assume <p(x) =

<p(y). Then we expand and get x, = yx, x,x,/2 = yxyx/2 and x0 + (e —

P)(xx/2 ■ x,x,/2) = y0 + (e - p)(yr/2-yxyx/2). As remarked above, for x, E

Kx, the endomorphism ^4,/2(x,) of 2t,/2 is invertible. From this we easily

derive x = y, i.e. <p is injective. Finally, by Lemma 1.7(a), we conclude that

x H» (x,, A:,/2(x), k0(x)) equals <p_1.

From this result we derive two corollaries.

Corollary 1.9 [10].

K=     (J      exp^(x,/2)(A,+ A0)

- {exp ^(x,/2)(x, + x0); x, E Kx, x0 £ A0, x,/2 E 21,/2}

= {x E V;xx £ Kx,k0(x) EK0).

Proof. By Theorem 1.8 we, obviously, have only to prove the last equality.

Let x £ K; then x, £ Kx and k0(x) E K0 by Lemma 1.7. Assume, on the

other hand, x E V and x, E Kx. As mentioned above, by this condition we

may form A:,/2(x) and A:0(x). We use this and get x = exp Ap(kx/2(x)) • (x, +

k0(x)) as in the proof of Lemma 1.7. The assumption k0(x) E K0, x, £ Kx,

implies x E K by Theorem 1.8 and the corollary is proved.

Corollary 1.10. Kx + K0= {x E K; xx/2 = 0).

Proof. By Theorem 1.8. we know Kx + K0 c K. The corollary is obvious

now.
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2. Splitting of F. In §1 we saw by Theorem 1.8 that K "splits up" into cones

Kx and K0. There we have 21, ¥= 0 for p = c because of Theorem 1.1, and

2t0 = 0 if and only if Kx = K is the positive cone of the formally-real

Jordan-algebra 21, = 21. So in general this splitting is nontrivial.

As in §1 let F = (KF, r\F, eF} be a triple of 'S and p E @F, p2 = p. We

form again the Peirce-decomposition 21 = 21, + 21,/2 + 2t0 of 2t = %F with

respect top and putp, := p,p0 '■= e — p. We form the cones Kx and K0 with

respect top and set

(2.1) rj,(x,) := tj(x, + p0), x, £ Kx,

(2.2) tj0(x0) := Tj(p, + x0), x0 E K0,

(2.3)Fi:=<A,,T,,,p,>,/ = 0, 1.

To make clear with respect to which p E @ the Peirce-decomposition

21 = 21, + 21, ,2 + 2l0 is formed one could put a superscript at tj, and F¡. To

avoid notational complications as far as possible we disregard this super-

script. We hope that this will cause no confusion.

The situation is different for the subscript. Here we feel that indexing

suggestively clarifies in which Peirce-space (with respect to p) we are working

and easily helps to keep track of the two triples occurring.

The purpose of this paragraph is to point out the connections between F

and Fj. We start with an investigation of tj.

Lemma 2.1. (a) tj(x, + x0) = ocqx(xj)rj0(x0), a = [Tj(e)]_1, for all x, E Kx,

(b) Tj(x) = tj(x, + k0(x))for all x E K.

(c) The functions tj,: A, ̂  R+ satisfy (1.1) to (1.4).

Proof, (a) For x, E Kx we use Theorem 1.6. and find yx £ 21, such that

x, = exp^(y,)p. We have Ap(yj) = A(yj) E Lie Aut(A, tj) and therefore

W := exp A(yx) E Aut(A, tj). So by definition we get

Tj(x, + x0) = 7](W(p + x0)) = t](We)[-ri(e)Yxi](p + x0) = aTj,(x,)Tj0(x0).

(b)    For   p(x,/2) := Tj(exp Ap(xx/2)e)   one   has   p(x,/2   + yx/2) =

ap(x,/2)p(vi/2) because of [Ap(xx/2), Ap(yx/2)] = 0 (see [2, Satz 2.1]). Hence

d d
A££log p(xx/2) = —    log p(xx/2 + tyx/2) = — o log p(tyx/2)

= -o\h(e), — o exp tAp(yx/2)ej = -o(e,pyx/2) = 0

by h(e) = e and Ap(yx/2)e = pyx/2. We conclude Tj(exp Ap(xx/2)e) = t](e) for

all xI/2 E 21, /2. Now (b) follows by Lemma 1.7.

(c) We have to check (1.1) to (1.4). Obviously, (1.1) is satisfied. To prove

(1.2) we remark that A(p), A(e — p) E Lie Aut(A, tj) and get tj,(tx,) =

Tj,(exp y^(p,)x,) = (exp y^(p,)(x, + p0)) = exp(yr)Tj(x, + p¿) = TrTj,(x,) for
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t > 0; here we have used that the map a: Aut(A, tj) ->IR+, Wh» a( W),

which is defined by (1.5), is a continuous homomorphism of groups. The

proof for tjo is achieved in the same way.

The property (1.3) for tj, immediately follows because tj satisfies (1.3). To

verify (1.4) for tj0 let x„ be a sequence of points of K0 which converges to a

boundary point of K0. Thenp, + x„ is a sequence in K which converges to a

boundary point of K because of Corollary 1.10. Therefore tj0(x0) = Tj(p, +

x0) converges to + oo. The proof for tj, goes along the same lines.

We recall the remark of §1 that for (1.6) to (1.13) the property (1.5) of a

triple F is not used. We shall apply this to Ft, i = 0, 1.

Lemma 2.2. For i = 0, 1 and all v¡, w¡ E 2l„ x, E K¡ we have

(a) oF(v¡, wj) = (¡¡¿Vi, wj),

(b) hp(xx + x0) = hF¡(xj) + hFo(x0),

(c) Hp(xx + x0)|a = HF{xj),

(d)HF(xx + x0)\%wi = [^1/2(x,)]-U,/2(V0(x0)),

(e) Afixj)]^. = AF(xj).

Proof, (a) and (b) follow by direct calculation using Lemma 2.1. The part

(e) is seen by differentiating (c). To prove (c) and (d), we have

HF(x)w - - —

d_

dt

hF(x + tw)
)

[exp — Ap(kx/2(x + tw))yhF(xx + twx + A:0(x + rtv))

for all x £ K, w E V. With x = x, + x0 we can easily derive (c) and (d).

Remark 2.3. (a) Instead of hF, HF, AF and oF, we write h¡, H„ A¡ and ct„

i' = 0, 1. Note that because of part (e) of Lemma 2.2 the definition of A¡,

i = 0, 1, is unambiguous. Also for i = 1/2 we put o-,/2(h,/2, vx/2) := o(ux/2,

u,/2). Whenever possible we drop the index of o; most of the time it is

determined by the index of the arguments.

(b) Instead of Kj"' we write K? (for definition see §1).

The following result deals with the case 2lF = <3F. It was contained (with a

different proof) in a preliminary manuscript for [8].

For a Jordan-algebra we denote by x_1 the inverse of an invertible

element.

Lemma 2.4. If 21 = @ then

(a) K is the positive cone of the formally-real Jordan-algebra 21,

(b) h(x) = x"1, H(x)~l = 2A(x)2 - A(x2), x E K.

Proof. Part (a) is clear from Theorem 1.6. To prove (b) we have H(x)~x =

2.4 (x)2 - ^(x2) = : P(x) because of 21 = ® from [5a, Satz 2.4]. But as #(x)x

= h(x) by [5a, (1.6)] we get h(x) = P(x)~xx = x~\
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For an arbitrary triple F of 9 we get

Corollary 2.5. hx(xj) = xf ' and 4Ax/2(hx(xj)) = [Ax/2(xx)]~l for all x, E

Kx.

Proof. The first assertion is clear by Lemma 2.4. To prove the second one

it suffices to note that the mapping 21, —>(End 2I1/2)+, x, ^*2Ax/2(xj) is a

homomorphism of Jordan-algebras by Theorem 1.2 and [2, Satz 2.1].

From Corollary 2.5, Lemma 2.2 and (1.10) it follows

Corollary 2.6. For i = 0, 1 and x, £ K° the endomorphism Ax/2(xj) is

positive-definite (with respect to o).

3. Splitting of Lie Aut(A, tj).

1. Let F = <A, tj, e) be a triple of f andp E <5,p2 = p. We put

(3.1) bf = Lie-subalgebra of Lie Aut(A, tj) generated by {A(xj); x, E 21,},

(3.2) ifx/2 := {Ap(xx/2); xx/2 E 2I,/2},

(3.3) ifQ:= {T E Lie Aut(A, tj); T% c 21,., i = 0, \, 1, T2I, = 0}.

(3.4) if = Lie-subalgebra of Lie Aut(A, tj) generated by bf u bf/2 u bg.

(3.5) bP. := {T\Kj; T E bf), i = 0, l,j = 0, \, 1.

(3.6) Let i = 0, 1 and T¡ E bf then TtJ := T,\UjJ = 0, \, 1.

Finally we denote by Af (resp. AJ-, resp. A^) the connected Lie-subgroups of

Aut(A, tj) with Lie-algebra bf (resp. bfjt resp. if).

We drop the superscript "p" if no confusion can arise. But there are several

instances where we simultaneously have to use b's which are constructed with

respect to different p's. We therefore cannot avoid indexing byp at all.

2. In the remainder of this paragraph we are considering a triple F —

<A, tj, e} of 9 and investigate the various b's which are formed with respect

to a fixed p E <S, p2 = p. We may therefore drop the superscript p in all

statements. In the proofs, however, we are sometimes dealing with b's which

are formed with respect to different idempotents of @. Then we are using the

idempotents as superscript to avoid any confusion.

Lemma 3.1. (a) There exists a homomorphism of Lie-algebras from b,, to

End Síjn which sends ^,(x,) to ^,/2(x,).

(b) b,, = ¿1,(21,) + Der 21, = Ax(21,) + [.4,(21,),,4,(21,)],

(c) b = b, + b,/2 + b0 (direct sum of vectorspaces),

(d)b, = ^(2í1) + [^(2í,),^(2I,)],

(e) bx/2 is an abelian ideal of b,

(f) b0 c Der 21,, b,/2 c Der 2Í,,

(g) For i = 0, 1 and all T¡ E b„ x1/2 £ 21,/2 we have [T¡, Ap(xx/2)] £ b,/2

and[Tx,T0] = 0.
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Proof. Part (a) follows by [2, Lemma 2.3]. Part (b) is known from the

theory of Jordan-algebras [1]. We get now (d) from (b) with (a). Furthermore,

(f) is seen using Lemma 1.4(b), Theorem 1.2 and [2, Satz 2.1]. It only remains

to prove parts (c), (e) and (g). To verify (g) we use (0 and (d) and get

[Tx, T0] = 0 for all Tx £ b„ T0 E b0. Because of (f) it remains only to prove

[Tx, Ap(xx/2)] £ b,/2. Here we may assume Tx = A(xx) and the assertion

follows by (f). To prove (c) let Tx + Tx/2 + T0 = 0, T¡ E b¡, i = 0, \, I; then

F,*, = 0, Tx/2xx = 0 for all x, E 21,. So Txx = 0 and Tx/2 = 0. By (a) we get

Tx = 0 and the sum b, + bx/2 + b0 is direct. It is also a Lie-algebra because

of (g). Hence (c) is proved. Finally, part (e) is clear because of (g) and [9, IV,

Theorem 6].

Lemma 3.2. (a) b, + b0 = {T E Lie Aut(A, tj); T% c 2t,., i = 0, x2, I).

(b) b0 and b, + b0 are algebraic Lie-subalgebras of End V.

Proof, (a) Let T £ Lie Aut(A, tj) and T% c 21, for i = 0, \, I. Then put

S := T\% and conclude S E b,,. So there exists Tx £ b, with Txx = S and

T - Tx £ b0 follows.

(b) By [3, I, Satz 1.8], there exists an algebraic group T with Lie T =

Lie Aut(A, rj). Put 9 := {WET; W% c 2t„ i = 0, |, 1} and 9 := {W6Ö;

Jflj, = Id} and verify Lie 9 = b, + b0 and Lie 0 = b0.

3. In this section we characterize the case b = Lie Aut(A, tj). For this we

first note that a T E Lie Aut(A, tj) can be written at most in one way as

T = Ap(xj) + 4,(x,/2) + D with x, E 21, and D £ Der 21,, Dp = 0.

Theorem 3.3. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) 21, is an ideal of @,

(b) T"p £ 21, for all T E Lie Aut(A, tj),

(c) Lie Aut(A, tj) c .4,(21,) + Der 21,,

(d) Every T E Lie Aut(A, tj) can be written in a unique way T = Ap(xj) +

Ap{xx/2) + D with x, E 2I„ i = 1, \, and D E Der 21,, Dp = 0,

(e) Lie Aut(A, tj) = b.

(f) {x,/2 E 2t,/2; Apo(xx/2) E Lie Aut(A, t,)} = {0}.

Proof. We first prove (c) => (d). Let T E Lie Aut(A, tj) and write T =

Ap(xj) + D by (c). Obviously £»p E 2l,/2 and we get T = Ap(xj) + Ap(2Dp)

+ D', D' ELie Aut(A, tj) n Der 21,, D'p = 0. Using the remark preceding

the theorem we can now prove (d). To see (d) =» (e) it is sufficient to show

that D £ Lie Aut(AT, tj) n Der 21,, Dp = 0 implies D E b. From the premises

we get Z>21, c 21,. for / = 1, \, 0. Hence D := D\^ £ Der 2Í,. We know from

Jordan-theory, [1, IX, Satz 3.1], that all derivatives of the formally-real

Jordan-algebra 21, are "inner", i.e. we have D = ^^X0,)eR[Ax(x), Ax(y)] with
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appropriate R c 21, X 21,. Put Z), := 2(x<>,)eÄ[^(x), A(y)] and D0:= D -

Dx and (e) follows.

To prove (e) => (f), let Apo(xx/2) £ Lie Aut(A, tj) and write Apo(xx/2) = Tx

+ Tx/2+ T0 with T¡ E b, by (e). Applying both sides to arbitrary x, £ 21 „

we get Tx = 0, Tx/2 = 0. But then \xx/2 = APo(xx/2)p0 = ToPo £ 2I0 n 2I,/2

= 0. For (f) => (a) we put dx := p, d2:= c — p, d3 ■= e — c and form the

Peirce-decomposition of 21 with respect to dx, d2, d3. The assertion (a) is now

equivalent to 21,2 = 0. But, for x £ 2Í12, we have x E 2t,/2(p) and Ad2(x) =

A (x) E Lie Aut(A, tj) because of d2 E <3. Hence by (f) we conclude x = 0

and the assertion (a) follows. To see (a) => (b) we first remark that because of

Lemma 1.4. the conclusion (c) => (d) => (e) is always true for p := c. Hence

for every T E Lie Aut(A, tj) we get T = Tx + Ac(xx/2) + T0 where now

T, E bc¡ and x,/2 £ 2I,/2(c). But r°2I,(c) = 0 and [Ac(xx/2)]"%(c) =

y4Co(x,/2)2t,(c) = 0 [2]. Because of p E 2i,(c) = <3 it now suffices to quote

Lemma 3.1(d) and Ac(xj) = A(xj) for x, £ 21,(c). Finally, to prove (b) => (c)

for T E Lie Aut(A, tj) we put T := T — Ap(xj) — Ap(2xx/2) where x, E 21,

and Tp = x, + x,/2 + x0. Then we have Tp E 2t0. Further, in Theorem

1.2(a) we put b = p, v = p0 and use (b); so we get 7p0 E 2i0. Because of

f + f" = 2A(fe) [4, (I; 4.2)], we conclude f"p = 2p(fp + fp0) - tp E 2I0;
but by hypothesis T°p £ 21,. So f"p = 0 and f E Der 21, by Lemma 1.4.

Last but not least we note that in exploiting the identity o(h(x), Tx) =

o(e, Te) of [4,1, Lemma 1.1], in a straightforward calculation we get

Theorem 3.4. For xx/2 E 21,/2 the following are equivalent;

(a) Apo(xx/2) ELie Aut(A, tj),

O) 0) i xx/2 = h0(y0) ■ xx/2y0for ally0 E K0,

(») Po{y\/2-y\/2[P\(xx/2-y,y,/2)]} = Po{y\/2- xx/2[p0(yx/2-yxyx/2)]}

for allyx E 21, andallyx/2 £ 2i,/2.

Remark 3.5. It is remarkable that by the above theorem one can express

part (f) of Theorem 3.3 without using Lie Aut(A, tj). We shall take advantage

of this fact later on.

4. In this section, we investigate the homogeneity properties of the cones K¡.

Lemma 3.6. Let i = 0, 1 then

(a) A,,- c Aut(A„ tj,),

(b) A,, operates transitively on Kx,

(c)Ax/2(T^xj) = T°x/2Ax/2(xj) + Ax/2(xj)TiX/2forall T¡ E b„ x,. E 21,,

Proof. Part (a) is immediate and (b) is known from Jordan-theory [1, XI,

Satz 2.4]. Finally (c) comes out by (1.13) and Lemma 2.2(d).

The following theorem will often be used. It is particularly important for

the main results of this paper.
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Theorem 3.7. (a) A operates transitively on K,

(b) Ago operates transitively on K0.

Proof. For (a), by Theorem 1.8., it suffices to show that A,, X A«, operates

transitively on Kx + K0. So (a) follows from (b). To prove (b) we first assume

Lie Aut(A, tj) = b = bp. Now Aut(A, tj) is transitive on K, hence

Lie Aut(A, ij)-> F, Tb Tx, x £ K, is a surjective map. Because of b,(x, +

x0) c 21, for x, + x0 E Kx + K0 we get a surjective map b^ -» 2t0, T^, i->

T^Xq, x0 E K0. So the orbit of A,,,, through x0 £ K0 is open in 2I0. But K0 is

connected and the assertion follows.

In the general case we form the Peirce-decomposition of 2Í with respect to

the CSI dx, d2, d3, defined by dx := p, d2 := c — p, d3 := e — c. One easily

gets

(1) 21, = 2I,„ 2I,/2 = 2I,3 + 2i12, 2i0 = 2t33 + 2I23 + 2t22.

(2) 2t22 is a formally-real Jordan-subalgebra of @.

(3) b0 contains the Lie-subalgebra b' of Lie Aut(A, tj) that is generated by

bó (j A(%22) u Ad($i23). Further we use Theorem 1.8 for c and Corollary 1.9

forp and get

(4) K0 = Kg =  U ,23ea23exp A^X^K^ + *33>-

Here K¡¡ denotes the image of K under the orthogonal projection of 2Í onto

2i„, Obviously A33 = Kjj, so, by what we have proved above, the group A33

generated by bg|M operates transitively on A33. The group A22 generated by

/l(2i22) operates transitively on A22 because K22 is the positive cone of the

formally-real Jordan-algebra 2t22. Hence by (3) and (4) the subgroup A^ of

Ago generated by b'|a operates transitively on K0.

Corollary 3.8. Fx and F0 lie in § for allp £ <BF,p2 = p.

It is well known that for a homogeneous cone K "the invariant" i(K; x) of

K, which is given by t(K; x) := /K„ exp(— a(x, y)) ay, satisfies (1.1) to (1.5)

[5]. Furthermore, t(K; x)2 = a det Hp(x), a > 0, for all triples F = <A, tj, e>

of 5" [5]. Using Lemma 2.2 we get

Corollary 3.9. (a) i(K; x) = i(K; x, + k0(x))for all x E K.

(b) t(K; x, + x0) = at(Kx; xx)t(K0; x0)[det Ax/2(h¿x0))Ax/2(hx(xx))]x/2 for

all x, E Kx, x0 E K0.

(c) t,(A; x,) = t(K; x, +p0) = axt(Kx; x,)[det Ax/2(hx(xj))]x/2 for all x, E

Kx.

(d) i0(K; x0) = i(K;px + x0) » a0t(A0; x0)[det A x/2(h0(xQ))]x/2 for all x0 £

K0.

Note that we are still dealing with a fixed triple F of f and a fixed

idempotent p E S = 'Bp. All expressions of Corollary 3.9 are formed with

respect to that idempotent.
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4. On sums of cones and the self-dual case.

1. In this subsection we are dealing with several triples of <3\ We therefore

often use the triple designator as a subscript.

Theorem 4.1. Let F = (K, tj, e> be a triple of ¥. Let V¡, i = 1, . . . , r, be

vector subspaces of V = VF such that V = © '_, V¡. Further let Z, be the

image of K under the canonical projection of V onto V¡. Then the following are

equivalent.

(a)(i) The spaces Vt are pairwise orthogonal with respect to aF,

(ii)A= 0Í..Z, := {2^,z,;z,. EZ,}.

(b) The spaces V¡ are ideals of 2tF.

Proof, (a) => (b) Using the hypothesis (ii), we have the well-known iden-

tity, Lie Aut(A, l(K; -)) = © ;_,Lie Aut(Z„ t(Z,.; -)). Hence H(x) =

HF(x) leaves all V¡ invariant because of (1.5), (i) and (1.13). Now differentia-

tion of H(x) at x = e = eF gives the desired result.

(b)=>(a) First we easily derive (i) by (1.11) from (b). Now we prove the

assertion by induction on n = dim 21, 21 = 2if. The case n = 1 being trivial

we have to conclude from n — 1 to n. We distinguish two cases:

1. 2Í = <S. Here K is by Theorem 1.6 the positive cone of the formally-real

Jordan-algebra 21 and the assertion follows from Jordan-theory [7, VI, §7].

2. 21 ¥- @. Put c =: 2¿=,4, d¡ E V¡; then the Peirce-decomposition 21 =

2I,(c) + 2i,/2(c) + 2t0(c) splits into a sum of Peirce-decompositions of the V¡.

With Vv := {x,. £ Vt; 4x, =/x,},y = 0, \, 1, we get %(c) = © 'imlVr It is

clear that for j = 0, 1 the VtJ are ideals of 2iy(c) = 2tF. Therefore, by

induction, we conclude that Kj,j = 0, 1, is the direct sum of its projections on

V». By Theorem 1.8 the desired result now follows.

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 let (a) or (b) of

Theorem 4.1 be satisfied. Put e =: '2ri=xd¡, d¡ E V¡ and tj,.; Z¡->R+,

Vi(zj) ■= y(Zi + 2/^,4) then

(a) R,. := <Z,., tj,., c,> is a triple of %:.

(b) i)(2^,z,) = «n^_, Tj,.(z,), a > 0, for all z,. £ Z„ i = 1, . . ., r.

(c) Aut(A, tj)o = iI;=,Aut(Z,, Tj,)0 (connected components).

(d)BF= ©i.,@v

Proof. As in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1, we get H(x)V¡ c

V,. We put H(x; v) := ävxH(x) and get H(x; vj)Vj = H(x; vf) v¡ E Vt n Vj.

So H(x)v¡ only depends on x, and v¡. We put N,(xj) := H(x)\ v where x E K

such that the /'th component coincides with x,, Now, we define a, := {T¡ E

End V¡; A,(x,; T,xj + 7]0A,(x,) + NfaJT = 0 for aU x, E Z,} and easüy get

Lie Aut(A, tj) = © r_x a, by using [4, I, Satz 1.8 and I; Lemma 1.1]. As an

immediate consequence of this fact the group ñ, generated by a, operates
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transitively on Z,, Now the assertions of the theorem follow by simple

calculations.

A triple F of ^ is called reducible, if there exist (nontrivial) triples

R, = <Z„ tj„ dj) of 9 such that K = © Z, and -ripÇLzj) = alJ-q^zj) for some

a > 0 and all z, £ Z,,

Corollary 4.3. A triple F of ^ is reducible if and only if 2If has nontrivial

ideals.

We recall that we can construct by [5a, § 1] from a triple F = <K, tj, e} of SF

the triple F = (K°, tj, e} of f where Tj(y) = [íj(/i_1(y))]_1.

Corollary 4.4. The following are equivalent;

(a) G, n ©/ * 0,
(b) íAere ex/'jíj an ideal 0 ¥= €iofiñF with Q c @f,

(c) e/7«er 2IF is a formally-real Jordan-algebra and KF its positive cone, or F

is reducible and at least one of the summands Z, of KF is self-dual with respect

to aRi and at least one is not.

Proof, (a) => (b) Let d be the unit of the formally-real Jordan-algebra

% := <3F n <3F. Then, by Theorem 1.2, we get Ax(a)d E % for all a E 21,

x E X. From this we conclude xa E X for all x E X, a E 2Í.

(b) => (c) Let Q be a maximal ideal of 21 = 2tf that satisfies (b). Then either

O = 2t and the first assertion follows by Theorem 1.5 or 0 j* O 9* tí. In this

case £i is the sum of some @^ (see Theorem 4.2) and so at least one Z, is

self-dual with respect to t„ t := o^, by Theorem 1.6. If Zp = Z, for all i then

A" = K and Q = 21 by Theorem 4.5.

(c) => (a) From the hypothesis we easily deduce Zj' = Z, for at least one i

so 2t^ = ©^ for at least one / by Theorem 4.5. But ©^ = @^ for such i and

the assertion follows.

2. In the remainder of this paragraph, we may again consider a fixed triple

F = (K, tj, e> of f.

Theorem 4.5. Assume K" = K. Then

(a) 2X = @.

(b) //2t « j/mp/e, then tj(x) = at(A; x)", a, ß > OJor all x E K.

Proof. Because of Theorem 4.2 we may assume 31 is simple. Now, for K, a

and i = i(K; -), we form the triple G := <A, i, d}, where d E K is the

unique fixed point of hta (see [5, Satz 4.4]). For simplicity of notation we put

^5 := 2tG and denote the left-multiplications in ^5 by J(x). From the results of

Chapters II and VI of [7] we get that S is a formally-real Jordan-algebra with

unit d, K is the positive cone of 3( and J(x) = J(x)a for x £ £5. Putting

t(u, v) := Trace J(J(u)v) we have moreover a = oc = r. From this we con-

clude that S is simple, for otherwise ^5 would split into a sum of subspaces V¡
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which are orthogonal with respect to t = o and K would be the sum of its

projections onto V¡. So, by Theorem 4.1, the algebra 21 would not be simple, a

contradiction.

Furthermore by [5a, (1.17)] we have 2A(Te) = T + T" = T+ T°a =

2J(Td). We choose an injective map v h» T(v) of V into Lie Aut(A, tj) such

that T(e) = Id and T(v)e = v, v E V. Such a map exists by [4, I, §3]. We

define R: K-» V by Rv := T(v)d. Then we get uv = A(u)v = J(T(u)d)v =

J(Ru)v. By the commutativity of 2t and $¡ we conclude J(Ru) = J(u)R and

hence J(Rd) = R. Since J(x) and R are self adjoint with respect to o we

derive [J(u), R] = 0 from J(Ru) = J(u)R. As $ is simple, R = 5Id, 5 ¥= 0. So

we get o(e, Te) = 8 ~2o(d, Td) = 5 "2 Trace J(Td) = 8~2 Trace A(Te) and,

with ß := ó"-2 and [4, §1], it follows that rj(exp Tx) =

exp(-ß Trace A(Te))-q(x) = (det exp F)"^tj(x) for all x E K, TE

Lie Aut(A, tj). Therefore tj(x) = ai(x)ß and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4.6. Assume that 21 is a Jordan-algebra. Then 21 = @.

Proof, (a). We may again assume that 21 is simple. Hence we get a ß ER

such that o(v, w) = ß Trace A (vw) for all v, w E V. For T £ Lie Aut(K, tj)

we conclude Tj(exp Tx) = exp( - a(e, Te))t\(x) — exp( — ß Trace F)tj(x) =

[det exp T]~ßr\(x) for x E K, such that tj(x) = ai(K; x)ß, x E K.

(b). Now, let Z be the positive cone of 2t and G := <Z, t(Z; — ), e}. Then

G is a triple of ¥ and by [6, VT, Theorems 1, 2] we know that HG(x) =

Paix)"1 £ Aut(Ac, tjc). We differentiate and get 2IG = 3t and A(x) £

Lie Aut(Ac, %) for all x E 21. This implies 21 = @c. For the unit c of <B, we

have c E @c. From Theorem 1.8 it follows that Z = UXl2ea, 2<C)

exp ^C(x,/2)(Z, + Z0), where now Z, c 2t,(c) are the positive cones of 2t,(c).

(c). We are going to prove K = Z by induction on n = dim at. The case

n = 1 is trivial. Hence we may assume n > 1. This case 21 = 6 being settled

by Theorem 1.6, we assume 31=^®. Here we know that F0 is a triple of if by

Corollary 3.8. Further, 31^ = 3t0(c) by Lemma 2.2. Hence 3tf is a Jordan-al-

gebra and because of dim 3t0(c) < dim 31 we may apply the induction hy-

pothesis to get 3tF = <SF. This implies Z0 = Kg by Theorem 1.6. By the same

theorem we always have Z, = Kx. We use Theorem 1.8 and the description of

Z by (b) to conclude Z = K. Hence (a) gives rj(x) = ai(Z; x)ß. From this we

obviously get 31 = 3lG. But this implies A(x) E Lie Aut(A, tj) for all x £ 31

and the assertion follows.

Finally, we sum up.

Theorem 4.7. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) 3t is Jordan-algebra,

(b) K is self-dual with respect to a,

(c) at = <b.
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5. Connection with left-symmetric algebras.

1. We note that a Lie-subalgebra g of endomorphisms of some finite

dimensional vector space L over R is called trigonalizable if and only if there

exists a basis of L such that all elements of g are upper triangular matrices

with respect to this basis. An analogous definition for groups of endomor-

phisms holds [13], [5a]. Now let F be a triple of 'S and V a connected,

trigonalizable subgroup of Aut(A, tj) that operates transitively on K (in what

follows we shall call such a group a ctt-subgroup of Aut(A, tj) and its

Lie-algebra a ctt-algebra for F). Then it is well known that T is closed in

Aut(A, tj) and Lie T —> V, /i-> Tx is, for all x E K, an isomorphism of

vectorspaces [13], [5a]. For x = e = eF we write the inverse mapping V —»

Lie r as v (-» T(v) and so have T(e) = Id and T(v)e = v,v E V. It is known,

[5a], [13], that (u, v) i-» T(u)v defines a left-symmetric algebra on V.

2. We fix again a triple F of *# and describe the ctt-algebras for F in terms

of 3Í,., thus connecting E. Vinberg's "left-symmetric" algebras with M.

Koecher's commutative algebra 31 = 3tF. Note that X was defined just before

Remark 1.3.

Theorem 5.1. Let a be a ctt-algebra for F. Then there exists a CSI

dx, . . . ,dr of idempotents d¡ E 3L such that in terms of the Peirce-decomposition

31 = © ,<i<y<r Sty o/3l with respect to dx, . . ., dr there holds

(a) T(dj)dt - 4 # Ofor all i = 1, . . ., r,

(b)%i = Rdiforalli= l,...,r,

(c) dx E <BF,

(d) T(x„) = A(xu)for all 1 < i < r, xu E 31,,.,

(e) F(xy) = 2AdixiJ)for all 1 < i <j < r, xy E 3ty,

Proof. (1) The proof proceeds by induction on n = dim St. The case n = 1

is trivial. Choose now 0 ¥= dx £ @, dx = dx, as in [5a, Satz 5.2] and form the

Peirce-decomposition 31 = St, + St,/2 = 3t0 of St with respect to dx. Put

aoo := {T(x0)\% ; x0 E 3l0}; then it is easy to see that cioo is the Lie-algebra of

a ctt-subgroup of Au^A^1, rj0). So by induction we get d2, . . ., dr E 3l0

satisfying (a) to (e) for F0.

(2) For T := T(dj), 1 < i < r, we have T%. cMpj - 0, \, 1, TSC, - 0 and

(Te)2 = T2e = Te. Further T has only real eigenvalues. Now, using T + T"

= 2A(Te) and Lemma 3.6 we get Ax/2(Te) = Ax/2(T"Te) = f"Ax/2(Te) +

Ax/2(Te)T = 2[Ax/2(Te)]2 + [Ax/2(Te), f], f := T\%/i. Analogous to [13,

Chapter II, §3] we put P := Ax/2(Te) - 2[Ax/2(Te)]2 and get [P, Ax/2(Te)] =

0, Trace P2 = 0, P" = P. Hence P = 0. It follows that [Ax/2(Te), f] = 0.

Further Ax/2(Te) — T is skew symmetric with respect to o. The last two

assertions together with the fact that T has only real eigenvalues, force

Ax/2(Te) = T. Now it is easy to check that only (e) remains to be proved.
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(3) For (e) we may assume 2 < i <j < r by [5a, Satz 5.2]. Therefore we

have T(x0)\ E%k,k = 0, §, 1 and /Xxy)3l, = 0. So we may view T(xy) as a

pair (T0(x0), f) E End SI0 X End 3t,/2, where F0(xy) = 2Ad¡(xiJ)\%u. Now the

relation (c) of Lemma 3.6 for (T0(xy), f) reads ^,/2([F0(xy.)]oia;) = f"Ax/2(dj)

+ Ax/2(di)f. But [r0(xy.)]^,. = 0, so 2Ax/2(xij)Ax/2(dj) = [t,Ax/2(dj)]. Be-

cause of an» V, TH>Te being an isomorphism we get [F(xy), A(dj)] =

[T(xy), T(dj)] = /-(/-0(xy)4 r T(dj)XiJ) = T(xv - ¿xy) =\T(X¡J). So we con-

clude 4Ax/2(xij)Ax/2(di) = T. Finally we use the definition of A^Xy) and

Lemma 3.6 for T = A(dj) to get 2^(xy)|ai/2 = 4Ax/2(xij)Ax/2(dj) = f.

To prove the following corollary we use Theorem 5.1 and results of [13,

Chapter II]. For notation concerning left-symmetric algebras see [5a].

Corollary 5.2. Let a. be a ctt-algebra for F. Denote by £ the left-symmetric

algebra associated to a. Then

(a) T E a, T2e = Te implies T = A(Te).

(b) The Peirce-decomposition of Theorem 5.1 is a "normal decomposition" of

the ¡eft-symmetric algebra £0.

Proof. Part (b) is easily checked by using Theorem 5.1 and the fact that

T(u) is the left multiplication in the left symmetric algebra £ associated to a.

To prove (a), we note that T2e = Te implies that q := Te is an idempotent of

£. But then [13, Chapter II, Proposition 9] shows that q is a sum of some djs.

The assertion now follows from Theorem 5.1.

The next two corollaries explain some consequences of Theorem 5.1 for £F

(for definition see §1.2).

To point out that the following results are true for all triples F of <& we use

again the triple designator as index.

Corollary 5.3. For all triples F of S there exists a CSI dx, . . . , drofW,F(r

depending on F) such that d¡ E £F and 3t,(4) = R4-

The next result has partially been proved in [14].

Corollary 5.4. Let F be a triple of S then XF is a formally-real Jordan-al-

gebra and YF := {x £ KF; HF(x) E Aut(KF, %)} its positive cone. Further VF

is a Jordan-bimodule with respect to 3tF.

Proof. To prove that X is a subalgebra we essentially proceed as in [14,

Chapter IV, §3]. Let T be a ctt-subgroup of Aut(A, tj); then we form a

Peirce-decomposition associated to Lie T according to Theorem 5.1. For

x £ X we get [A(dj), A(x)] £ Lie Aut(A, tj) n Der 31 for [A(dj), A(x)]e = 0

implies [A(dj), A(x)] to be an element of Der St by [5a, (1.18)]. Hence [A(dj),

A(x)]£ c X. From this we conclude X = © (X n Sty). Using [A(dj), A(xiJ)]xJk

E X for all xy, Xjk E X, we get x0xJk £ X. Hence X is a subalgebra and it is
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Jordan  because  of  [5a,  Satz  2.4].  Consider  now  the  map X -* Y, x h»

exp A(x)e. It is a bijection by [5a, Lemma 2.1]. Further, Y is the positive cone

of X by [1, XI, Satz 3.7]. Finally, compare [5a, Satz 3.1] with the definition of

a Jordan-bimodule in [6].

To finish this series of corollaries we compare with [2].

Corollary 5.5. Let F be a triple of S and o a ctt-algebra for F. Then the

associated Peirce-decomposition of Theorem 5.1 is a "r-®-Zerlegung" G of St.

Further a = ge and KF = Ye

6. Splitting of ctt-algebras. We keep in mind the definitions of §5.1.

1. In this subsection we fix a triple F = <A, tj, e> of 'S and an idempotent

p of @ = <3F. We form F, and b, with respect top according to (2.3) and §3.1.

First we describe the splitting of a ctt-algebra for a triple F of S.

Theorem 6.1. Let a be a subspace of Lie Aut(K, tj). Then a is a ctt-algebra

for F that is contained in b if and only if there exist Lie-subalgebras a, c b„

/ = 0, 1, such that

(a) a, is trigonalizable.

(b) a = û, + bx/2 + a0 (direct sum of vectorspaces),

(c) o„ := {T\%.; T E a,}, / = 0, 1, is a ctt-algebra for Ft.

Proof. (1) Let a c b be a ctt-algebra for F. Then by Lemma 3.1 every

T £ a can be written T = Tx + Tx/2 + T0, T¡ E b,, Let a' := {T E a; Tx/2

= 0} = {T E a; Te E 3t, + 3t0}, 31,. = 2t,(p). Then it is easy to see that

aj, := {F|at,; T £ a'} is a trigonalizable subalgebra of Lie Aut(Ä,, tj,), / = 0,

1.

(2) a'u is a ctt-algebra for F„ i = 0, 1, for the mapping T\-+Ty from a to V

is for all y £ Kx + K0 surjective. Especially we have

(3) Let T E a, Te E 2t„ i = 0, 1. Then T E a'; further, TxPx = 0 if i = 0

and T0p0 = 0 if i = 1. From (2) we conclude Txx = Tx\a¡=0 if i = 0 and

Fqo = T0\%o = 0 if / = 1. We are now going to show

(4) Let T E 2t, Te E Sí,, i = 0, 1. Then T £ b,, The case /' = 0 is easy, for,

from (3), we have Txx = 0 and so Tx = 0 by Lemma 3.1. Now let /' = 1. First

we apply Theorem 5.1 to a'xx and get a description of the elements of a'n in

terms of a Peirce-decomposition St, = © ,<1<7<J 33y of 31,. Now, for the

elements T E a' that satisfy 7p0 = 0 we may assume without loss of general-

ity Tp, £ 33y and can take over-in essentially only interchanging 0 and

1 -parts (2) and (3) of the proof of Theorem 5.1. So we see that T itself, not

only T\^t, is of the form A^Xy), xy E S3y, d¡ E 93,,, It follows T E b, and (4)

is proved.

(5) We define o, := {T E a; Te E St,} and show a' = û, + a0. For T E a'

we have Te = x, + x0 E St, + 3t0. Hence by (4) there exist T¡ E b, n o such
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that T¡e = x¡. So (T - Tx - T0)e = 0 and T = Tx + T0 follows from §5. 1.

Thus we have shown a' c a, + a0. The other inclusion is trivial.

Now, it is easy to check that only bx/2 c a remains to be proved.

(6) As ctt-algebras are maximal trigonalizable we have Id E a,,; hence by

Lemma 3.1 we conclude A(p) E ax. Now, let T E a, Te = xx/2 E 3t,/2. We

write T = T, + Tx/2 + T0 with T¡ E b, and get a 3 [T, A(p)] = [Tx/2, A(p)]

= Ap(Tx/2p) = Ap(xx/2) =\Tx/2; by (3.2) and [10, IV, Corollary 8]. So F -

Tx/2 E a and (T — Tx/2)e = 0. This forces, as above, T = Tx/2.

(7) Let us now assume that a satisfies (a), (b), and (c) with a, c b, as in the

theorem. Then by (b) and Lemma 3.1 it is easy to see that a is a Lie-algebra.

Further, a' := a, + Oq is a subalgebra of a. As all T¡ E a, have only real

eigenvalues, then, because of [a,, ct0] = 0, all Tx + T0 E a' have only real

eigenvalues. Hence a' is trigonalizable by [12]. From this we conclude that

b, := a'|a , / = 0, j, 1, is trigonalizable. Patching together the trigonalizing

bases of b0, b, ,2, b, we get a trigonalizing basis for a. To see the ctt-property

use (c) and Theorem 1.8.

For the next corollary we recall thatp is an idempotent of @ = @F and c

the unit of @. We put c, = c and c0= e — c.

Corollary 6.2. Let a be a ctt-algebra for F.

(a) If a c if, then A(p) E a.

(b)A(c)Ea.

Proof. Part (a) is clear from part (6) of the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Part (b) follows from part (a) because of bc = Lie Aut(A, tj).

Corollary 6.3. In Theorem 5.1 it is possible to reorder the CSI d„ . . . , dr

such that the first s idempotents (s < r properly chooseri)form a CSI o/@.

Proof. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1, we get, by Theorem 6.1, for

p = c algebras a,, that again satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1. Applying

Theorem 5.1 to û,„ we get a CSI dx, . . ., ds of @ = 3t, = 3l,(c) and a CSI

ds+,,..., dr of 3I0. We now proceed nearly word for word as in parts (2) and

(3) of the proof of Theorem 5.1 verifying the assertions of Theorem 5.1 for

dx, . . ., dr. Finally by 31,, = Rd¡ and the Corollary of [13, II, Proposition 9],

the assertion of Corollary 6.3 follows.

2. In this section we derive a general splitting property for a triple F of S.

So let F be a triple of S and a a ctt-algebra for F. Futher let T E a such that

T2e = Te. Then by Corollary 5.2 we know d := Te to be an idempotent of X.

Hence we may form the Peirce-decomposition SI = 3t, + 3t,/2 + 3t0 of 3t with

respect to d. Denote by w, the canonical projection of St onto 31,, Analogous

to §2 we put A, := ir¡(K), i = 0, 1, and define a, := {T E a; T\^ = 0,

F3Í,- c St„ i = 1, \) and q0 := {T E a; T\^ - 0, FSt,. c 31,., i = 0,{-}. Using

this notation we get
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Lemma 6.4. (a) K¡ is a regular cone in 31,,

(b) The group generated by q„ := {T\^ ; T E a,} operates transitively on K¡.

(c) A, + A0 c K.

Proof, (a) Because of A(d) £ Lie Aut(A, tj) we may proceed as in [10, IV,

Theorem 17].

(c) By hypothesis, a is a ctt-algebra for F, hence there exist idempotents

dx, . . . , dr E X such that the assertions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Because of

d = Te = T2e, we find, by Corollary 5.2 and [13, II, Proposition 9], a subset

/ C {1, . . •, r) such that d = 1i£Id¡. From this we get e — d = 2,ey4>

/ = ( 1, . . . , r) \ I. And by Corollary 6.3 we split d = /, + /3, e — d = f2 +

/4 with /„ f2 £ @ = 3t,(c) such that /, + f2 = cx. Then /3, /4 £ 3t0(c) n X,

/, + /4 = e — c = c0. Using [5a] we may form the Peirce-decomposition

St = © ,<,<y<43ty of St with respect to/,, . . . ,/4. We easily get

3t,(c) = 3i„ + 3I,2 + 3t22,

9t1/2(c) = St,3 + 3t,4 + 3t23 + Si24,

3t0(c) = 3t33 + 3tM + St,,. (1)

Now, let x £ A, then by Theorem 1.8

x = x, + x,x,y2 + x0 + 2C0\X\/2 ' xxxx/2),

for x, £ Kcx\ x0 £ A7°, x,. E Sl,(c). (2)

Here we insert (1); then for the projection ttx(x) a straightforward computa-

tion shows

7T,IX1 ** X,,    i   X,,X,3   i   x,2x23   i   x33

+ 2c0(x,,x,3 • x,3 + x,2x,3 • x23 + x,2x23 • x,3 + x22x23 • x23). (3)

Analogously we get for irQ(y), y E K,

^o( y) = y22 + V,2 V14 + V22V24 + yu

+ 5co(>'iiV14-v14 +yi2yu-y24 + v^v^-vu + v22v24-y24). (4)

What we intend to show is irx(x) + 7r0(y) E K for all x, y £ K. Let us

abbreviate w,(x) + ir0(y) := z, + zx/2 + z0, z, E 3t,(c,). Then by Theorem

1.8 we have z E K if and only if

z, E Kcx> and z0 - ±c0(zx/2-[Ax/2(zx)]-Xzx/2) E K¿>. (5)

It is clear that the first condition is satisfied because of Corollary 1.9 applied

to Kx¡. To verify the second condition we use the composition rules for a

Peirce-decomposition, [2, §1], and the identity c0(xx/2 ■ xxyx/2) =

¿o(*i*i/2 -y\/i) for a11 xx/2,yx/2 E St1/2(c), x, E St(c), [2, §2], to get
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Z0 ~ 2Co(Zl/2' [^l/2(Zl)J       Zl/2j = X33 + y44

+ 2C0\X72X2i ' x23 ~ \x\2x2s) ' [^ l/2(Xll) J      V*^-*^)

+ VH/14-VH - (v,2yl4)-[v4(v22)]_1(y,2y,4)).        (6)

Now, by (1) and (2) we have x, = x,, + x,2 + x22 E Kx' and by Theorem

1.8, applied to Kx< and p := /,, we may replace this expression for x, by

x, = x,, + xxxqX2 + q22 + \f2(qx2 ■ xxxqx2). From this we conclude, using [2,

Satz 2.1],

co([(l22 + 1/2(^12 • *U<7l2))*23] • x23

-[(xxxql2)x23}-[Ax/2(xxx)YX[(xxxqx2)x23])

= c0(q22x23 ■ x23) + c0([(x„9,2)x23] • [?,2x23] - [(x„?12)x23] • (ql3x0))

=  COW22*23 ' X23). /j\

Because of <?22 being a square in St,(c) we see that this term is in A0.

Analogously we use Theorem 1.8 for Kj' andp := /2 to see that the similar

sum of terms of (6) that are built up of yy's lies in A0. Now the assertion (c) is

easily proved by induction on n = dim St.

(b) We form the Peirce-decomposition of St with respect to dx, . . ., dr.

Then T(x¡) £ a, if and only if i < /, i,j E I and T(x¡j) £ c^ if and only if

/' < j, i, j £ /. Further 0 = a, + a,/2 + a0 where ax/2 := {T E a; Te E

3t,/2}. Now, a —> V, T\-> Tx is surjective for all x E A, + A0, hence a,, ^ a„

T h> 7x, is surjective for all x, E K¡. This proves (b).

Because of part (c) of Lemma 6.4 we may define tj,: A, —» R+, x, h» tj(x,

+ e - d) and tj0: A0 -» R+, x0 h^ -q(d + x0).

Corollary 6.5. Fx := <A,, tj,, d} and F0 := <A0, tj0, e — d} are triples of

f.

Proof. We have to check (1.1) to (1.5). But (1.1) is obvious and (1.2) is

clear from A(d) E Lie Aut(A, tj). (1.3) is straightforward and (1.5) is clear

from Lemma 6.4(b). Let x„ E A„ x„ —» x E boundary of A,; then x + e — d

E boundary of K in view of the definition of A, and tj,(x„) converges to

+ 00. The rest is proved in a similar manner.

7. Injectivity of Ax/2. Let F be a triple of g andp E <BF,p2 = p. Then there

are two mappings Ax /2 defined by (1.15).

1. Look at 2Ax/2: 3t,(p) —* End 3t,/2(p); this is, by [2] and Theorem 1.2, a

homomorphism of Jordan-algebras. Hence its kernel is an ideal of 31,(p).

Obviously Ker,4,/2 is an ideal of St and a formally-real Jordan-algebra. So,

by Theorem 4.1, the triple F is reducible and we have proved
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Theorem 7.1. If the triple F is not reducible then Ax/2: 3t,(p) -» End 3t,/2(p)

is injective.

2. Let us now consider Ax/2: St0(p) -> End Sl,/2(p). As usual we write St,

instead of 3t,(p) and form Af := [p0- x2/2; x,/2 E 3t1/2}, p0 := e - p. Fur-

ther we denote by <M> the vectorspace generated by M. Then using Lemma

3.6 we easily get

Lemma 7.2. (a) Ker Ax/2 = Mx = {x0E 3t0; a(x0, m) = Ofor all m E A/},

(b) T" KerAx/2 c Ker.4,/2, T(M} c (M} for all T E b0.

Since 3l0 = Ker^l,/2 © <M>, we may decompose p0 = dx + d2, dx E

Ker Ax/2, d2 E <M>. For the following we fix a trigonalizable subalgebra a0

of b0 such that a^ := {r|a ; T E a0} is a ctt-algebra for F0. As before, by

F(x0), x0 E 3t0, we denote the unique element T of q0 such that Te = x0. We

have T(T(x0)y0 - T(y0)x0) = [F(x0), T(y0)] for all x0, y0 E St0.

Lemma 7.3. (a) T(x0)z0 = Ofor all x0 E Ker Ax/2, z0 E <A/>.

(b)^)6û„,/ = 0,l.

Proof. As usual we abbreviate F,/2(x0) := F(x0)|a|/2. Then we have

Tx/2(x0) = Ax/2(x0) + Ô./2» Ô1/2W = - Ôi/2(*o) because of T + T" «

2A(Te) for F E b. Hence F,/2(x0) is skew adjoint for x0 E Ker^,/2. As

{Tx/2; T E a0) is trigonalizable we conclude F,/2(x0) = 0 for x0 E Ker ^4,/2.

Now, observe Lemma 3.6 and [2, Lemma 2.4], to see T(x0)(p0 ■ x2/2) =

2/>oOi/2 • 7'i/2(-x:o)-x:i/2) = °- Further, T(d2)d2 = T(dx + d^d2 = d2. Therefore

T(dj)dx = dx and the lemma is proved because of Corollary 5.2.

By Lemma 7.3 we get d¡ £ X = X^. Hence we may form the Peirce-decom-

position 3t0 = 3t0 + St,/2 + 3t0, 3t,. = (Sí0),(¿,), of Sl0 with respect to dx. We

are now going to prove

Lemma 7.4. (a) Ker Ax/2 = 3t, + S,/2, <M> = 3t0.

(b) T(%)% c %for i = 0,1 andj = 0, \, 1.

(c) F(2t,/2)i, c 2t1/2, F(i1/2)3t,/2 c 3t0, F(3t,/2)3t0 - 0.

Proof. (1) We have <M> c 3t0 because of dx(p0- x2/2) = F(¿/,)(p0- x2/2)

" 2Po(xl/2' Tl/2(dl)xl/2) = °-

(2) Now let S := {x E Ker ^1/2; rf,x = 0}; then F(x)x = 0 for all x E S.

For T(d2)T(x) = T(T(d2)x - T(x)d2) + T(x)T(d2) implies ¿2(F(x)x) = T(x

- 0)x + F(x)x = 2F(x)x by Lemma 7.3 and d2x = (pQ — dj)x = x. Be-

cause A(d2) has at most the eigenvalues 0, j, 1 the assertion follows (see [5a,

§3]).
(3) We show 5 = 0. First observe Kery41/2 3 T(x)"x = 2^(x)x - T(x)x

= 2x2 to conclude that S is a subalgebra of St0. As S -» R, s h^ o(e, s) is an
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associative linear form on S we see that S has a unit q. But now 0 = o(d2,

q) = o(d2, q2) = o(d2q, q) = o(q, q) and 5 = 0 follows. Thus (a) is proved.

To show (b) we first note that from (a) and Lemma 7.2, 7.3 we get

(4) F(SI0)SI0 c t0, T(Üx/2_+ Í,)3t0 = 0.
Choose x E 3t, and y E 3Í, Then

(1 -j)T(x)y = T(x)T(d2)y = T(d2)T(x)y + T(T(x)d2 - d2x)y

= d2-T(x)y + T(T(x)d2)y - (1 - i)T(x)y.

From this we conclude

(5) (2 - i -j)T(x)y = 4- T(x)y + T(T(x)d2)y.

For / = j, 1 we have x E Ker A x/2. Hence the last term in (5) vanishes and by

exploiting (5) it is easy to check (c) and (b) for í = 1. So we just have to

demonstrate F(3t0) % C %. Let x E 2t0. Then T(x)dx = - T(x)"dx E

Ker^,/2; but T(x)dx = x - T(x)d2 E 2I0 = <A/> by (4). So 7\x)dx = 0 and

x = T(x)d2 for all x E 2I0. Inserting this in (5) we prove the lemma.

Theorem 7.5. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) bp = Lie Aut(A, tj) and Ax/2: 2t0(p) -* End 2t,/2(p) is injective,

(b) 2t,(p) = @.

Proof. The part (a) => (b) is easily seen from Theorem 3.3. To prove the

converse we use Lemma 7.4 and choose a basis in IL / = 0, \, 1, that

trigonalizes F(2t, + St0)|ao- Patching these bases of 3t0, 21, ,2, 2t„ we get a

trigonalizing basis of %,. If Ker Ax/2 ¥" 0, then 3Í, ¥= 0 and by Korollar 1 of

[5a, Satz 5.2] there exists aO^rfe <SF n 2t, satisfying d2 = d and Aj(x0)\^

E Qqo for all x0 E 2t0. We are going to prove d E @, a contradiction to (b).

(1) First we show Ad(x) = 0 for all x E 31, + 31,/2. Here the case x E St, is

trivial. For x = x,/2 E 31,/2 we have Ad(xx/2) = [A(xx/2), A(d)] because of

d E Ker^,/2. So Ad(xx/2)y = 0 for y £ 31, + 3l,/2 by <M> = i0, d E 3t,.

Now, let y = yx + yx/2 + y0 E 3l0. Then ^rf(x,/2)v = xx/2(dyx + dyx/2) -

d(xx/2y) = 0 for dyx + dyx/2 £ Kery4,/2 and d E Ker Ax/2. From (1) we

now easily deduce

(2) ^¿(31)31,. = 0 for / = 1, {-. Let x £ 3I0 and t £ R. We form W =

exp tAd(x) and by (2) get for z = z, + zx/2 + z0 E 31 immediately Wz = zx

+ z,/2 + »V0, IF0 := FF|ao £ Aut(A0, tj0).

Further W0(p0 • x2x/2) = p0 • x2/2 for all x,/2 E 31,/2 because of /lrf(3l0)3t0 =

0. Hence W E Aut 3t, and W(KX + A0) = A, + A0. By Theorem 1.8, we

conclude W E Aut(A, tj) and Ad(x) E Lie Aut(A, tj) for all x £ 31. This

shows d E <S.

Corollary 7.6. (a) Ax/2: 3t0(c) -^ End 3t,/2(c) is injective,

(b) 3t0(c) is generated (as a vector space) by M = (c0 • x2/2; xx/2 E 3t,/2(c)}.

Remark 7.7. Using the above methods and results for p = c it can be
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shown, [3], that

(a) The closure of A0 equals the set of finite sums of elements of M.

(b) The closure of A equals the set of finite sums of squares in 3tc.

This result has also been obtained in a recent paper of O. Rothaus [11].

8. Inductive construction of homogeneous regular cones. In this paragraph

we unfold how to construct every homogeneous regular cone in a unique way

out of lower dimensional ones.

Here, for a finite-dimensional vector space V over R and a positive

definite bilinear form p on V, we put Sym(K', p) := {R E End V; Rp =

R}.

The "data" needed for the construction are numbered (D.x).

Simplifying notations and definitions are denoted by (N-x).

Most of the purely technical calculations have been omitted.

(D.l) Let F, and FQ be triples of S.

All that is derived for F¡ is marked by F¡ or-if no confusion can arise-just

by i, e.g. h¡, a„-

We abbreviate p, := eF. Here we use the letter p to point out that the

element eF is not automatically the unit of <3F (which is denoted by c)

where F is the triple which we are going to construct in Theorem 8.2. To

assure that p, is the unit c = c, of <5F we shall have to impose condition

(D.6).
(D.2) Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over R and p be a positive

definite bilinear form on V. Further, for i = 0, 1 let mappings U¡: Vt~*

Sym( V, p) be given such that U¡(pj) =\ \dv, and U¡(xj) is positive definite with

respect to pfor all x, £ A"'.

(D.3) For i = 0, 1 let $, c GL V¡ X GL V be Lie-subgroups such that for

their projections $,, (resp. d>, x/2) of 4>, on GL V¡ (resp. GL V) and all (Wu,

W¡ x/2) £ 4>, we have

(a) UfJVjjxj) = Wtx/2Ui(xj)WiX/2forallxi E Vv
(b) $,-,- E Aut(A„ tj,) and $,, operates transitively on K¡.

(c) [ Wx ,/2, U0(x0)] = Ofor ail x0 E V0,

(d)[W0 ,/2, C/,(x,)] = Ofor all x, E Vx.

(N.l) Under the assumption of (D.l) and (D.2), we put V := Vx © V ©

V0 and define o to be the sum of ox, p and o0. Further we define an algebra 31

on F by

(wx + w' + w0)(vx + v' + u0)

:=   [AF,(Wl)Vl  + ax(w',v')]

+ [ Ux(wj)v' + Ux(vx)w' + U0(w0)v' + U0(v0)w']
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where a¡(w', v') is given by the equation o¡(a¡(w', v'), xj) = p(U¡(xj)w', v').

(N.2) In what follows we write Vx/2 instead of V. Further instead of a, or p

we write a. The product in St is denoted by xy or x • y and we abbreviate as

usual x-yz:= x(yz). We easily see a¡(xx/2, yx/2) = pi■• xx/2yx/2. The left

multiplications in 3Í are denoted by A(x).

Lemma 8.1. With (D.l), (D.2), (D.3) and (N.l), (N.2) we have

(a) St is a commutative algebra with unit e := px + p0.

(b)Vi = {xE V; Pix = x), i = 0, 1.

(c) a(uv, w) = o(u, vw)for all u,v,wE 31.

(d)[Ux(xx), U0(x0)] = Ofor all x, E F„ x0 E F0.

(e) Let i,j = 0, 1, i ¥=j andxx/2,yx/2 E F1/2, x, E F„ IF; ,/2 E $, ,/2 íAe/í

PjW*i)xi/2-y 1/2) =Pj{xx/2- U¡(xj)y ,/2),

/'/W,-1/2*1/2-^1/2) *^(*i/2- ^"i^v,^)-

(f) For a// /,/ = 0, 1, / ¥=j, xx/2 E Vx/2, x, E Kx, x0 E Kg we have

Pj(Ui(Xi)*l/2 • *l/2) = 0«> x,/2 = 0.

(g) Under the same additional assumptions as in (f) we have

Po( Ui(xx)xx/2 • x,/2) E Ä0   (closure of K0),

Pi(Uo(xo)x\/2 ■ xx/2) E A,    (closure of A,).

Proof. For (d) we note [\W°xx/2Wxx/2, U0(x0)] = 0 because of (D.3).

Further, Ux(Wx°xpx) =\Waxx/2Wx ,/2 in addition to (D.3)(b) proves (d). For

(g) we have o(x0, p0(Ux(xx)xx/2- xx/2)) = o(U0(x0)Ux(xx)xx/2, x,/2). Now

Ux(xx)U0(x0) is positive definite because of (d) and (D.2).

(N.3) For x = x, + x,/2 + x0 E Fand Ux(xj) E GL F,/2 we put

(a)A:1/2(x) := [i/,(x,)]-'x,/2 and A:0(x) := x0 - x2p0(xx/2- kx/2(x)),

(b) A := {x E V; x, E A,°, k0(x) E K0],

(c) tj(x) := tj,(x,)tj0(A:0(x)), x E A, where tj, is defined from F, by [5a,

(1.19)],

(d) % := {(Id, W0 x/2, W,») E GL V; (W0 x/2, W^) E %),

*i := {(^1.. Wx 1/2, Id) G GL V; (Wxx, Wx ,/2) E *,}.
The following theorem uses [10, IV, Theorem 27].

Theorem 8.2. With (D.l), (D.2), (D.3) and (N.l), (N.2), (N.3) w ¿at*?

(a) A is a homogeneous regular cone,

(b) F := <A, tj, e) is a triple of 'S.

More precisely we have (p := p,)

(c) The group generated by 4>',° u {exp Ap(xx/2); x,/2 E F1/2} U $0 's con'

tained in Aut(A, tj) and operates transitively on K.

(d) A = U Xl/2eVi/i exp ^,(x,/2)(Ar + A0) (for Kt see (D.l)).

(e) o> = a, St = 3tf.
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Proof. First note that A is a regular convex cone by [10, IV, Theorem 27].

Further (d) follows easily from the definition of A. Hence only (b), (c), and

(e) are to be proved. As to (c) it is easy to check [Ap(xx/2), Ap(yx/2)] = 0;

hence W := exp Ap(xx/2) maps A onto A. Further k0( Wx) = k0(x), so

Ap(xx/2) E Lie Aut(A, tj). Now it is not hard to verify W"Ap(xx/2)W~x =

Ap(W~xxx/2) for WE®'X and WAp(xx/2)W~x = Ap(Wxx/2) for W £ %.

From this (c) follows. We show (b) and have only to check (1.3) and (1.4).

For (1.4), we denote by 9 A the boundary of a set X c V and let x(n) E A,

such that x(n) -* x E 3A. Then we have xjn) -» x,. We first demonstrate that

T)o(^o(-x("))) is bounded away from zero by a constant R > 0. For this we note

that the sequence z„ := jPo([Ux(x\n))]~xx\"/)2 ■ x\"/2) is bounded; for if this were

false we could choose a norm | • | on V and assume that |z„| > n and that

|zj-1z„ converges. Thenz := lim|zn|_1zn E A0 and lim |2„|~1(x0") — z„) E A0.

But lim|zn|_1x0n) = 0, hence ± z £ A0 and z = 0 by the regularity of A0. This

contradicts \z\ = 1 proving that zn is bounded. But then k0(x(n)) is bounded

and there exists an a > 0 such that ap0 — A:0(x(n)) E A0 for all n. From this

we conclude 0 < Tj0(qp0) = r)0(/:0(x(") + ap0 - k0(x^)) < r,0(k0(x^)) by [5,

Lemma 3.4]. We are now ready to demonstrate (1.4). If x\n) -» x, E A", then

*o(*(n)) -» k0(x) £ 9A0 for otherwise x E A by definition of A. Hence Tj(x(n))

-» + oo. Now assume x, E 9A", then r¡x(x\ny) -^ + oo. Because of ri0(k0(xw))

> R > 0 the assertion follows. To verify (1.3) it is easy to show o(u, v) =

A"A" log T)(x)\x=e. Hence from (1.13) we deduce (1.3) by (c). Further we get

a = oF. Finally St = St,- is seen by a straightforward computation.

Remark 8.3. Up to (N.3) all definitions and results are symmetric in A,

and A0. If in (N.3) we had choosen the "dual" definition in interchanging 1

and 0 then the construction would have produced A". The case Vx = R,

A, = R+ has been investigated along these Unes in [9].

Now we impose further conditions to specialize to the situation looked at in

the foregoing paragraphs.

(D.4) Assume A, = A,".

Then by Theorem 4.7 the algebra 31^- on Vx is a Jordan-algebra with unit

P = Pi-
(D.5) Assume that 2UX: ftp —» Sym(F', p) is a homomorphism of Jordan-al-

gebras. Assume further that U0 is injective.

Remark 8.4. (a) It is not hard to see that under the additional assumptions

(D.4) and (D.5) we may replace <£>', by the group $'{ that is generated by

{exp/Kx,);x, G F,}.

(b) Further, from Theorem 8.2 we get Vx = 21,(p,) c @f.

(D.6) Assume if = Lie Aut(A, tj).

Remark 8.5. (a) Instead of (D.6), which involves A and tj in a rather

complicated way, we could have imposed the following condition which

comes out of Theorem 3.4.
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(D.6)' The set of x,/2 £ 2t,/2 which satisfy (b)(i) and (b)(ii) of Theroem 3.4

consists only of 0.

(b) From Theorem 7.5 we deduce Vx = <3F.

We are now ready to prove the Construction Theorem.

For the convenience of the reader we repeat all assumptions in full detail.

For simplicity we are again using the letters F, and F0. We hope that this will

help the reader refer more easily to the foregoing sections.

Theorem 8.6 (Construction Theorem). I. We assume the following condi-

tions and notations:

(C.l) F, and F0 are triples of S.

(C.2) Vxi2 is a finite-dimensional vectorspace over R and ox/2 a positive-defi-

nite bilinear form of Vx/2.

(C.3) KFi = KpjK
(C.4) 2UX: VF —»Sym(F,/2, ox/2) is a unital homomorphism of the formally-

real Jordan-algebra 31^ into Sym(F,/2, ox/2).

(C.5) U0: VFo^>Sym(Vx/2, ox/2) is an injective linear mapping such that

U0(x0) is positive-definite with respect to ax/2 for all x0 E KgF<>. Further, we

assume U0(eFj) = \ Id.

(C.6) There exists a Lie-subgroup $0 of GL VF¡> X GL Vx/2 such that for its

projections «Ifo (resp. <I>0 ,/2) on GL VFg (resp. GL Vx/2) we have

(a) í>oo c Aut(KFo, -qFj) and O^, operates transitively on KFg.

(b) For all ( W^, W0 ,/2) E % and all x, £ VF¡, i = 0,1 we have

U0(WgpxQ)= WgY)2U0(x0)W0X/2,

[Ux(xx),Wox/2] = 0.

(C.l) The set of all xx/2 £ Vx/2 satisfying the following two conditions

consists only of 0.

(a) U0(hFo(y0))U0(y0)xx/2 = \xx/2forally0 E KFq,

0>)   «o(v,/2   • Ux(ax(xx/2   - Vx(yj)yx/2))yl/2) = ao(.Vi/2  • V0(a0(yx/2   •

V\(yj)yi/2))xl/2)forallyx E VF¡ andallyx/2 E Vx/2.

(Here a¡ is defined by oFfx¡, ai(xx/2,yx/2)) = ox/2(U¡(xj)xx/2, yx/2).)

II. Conclusions. Denote by %% the class of tuples X = (Fx, F0, Vx/2, ox/2,

t/„ i/0) which satisfy (C.l) to (C.7) and define x(X) to be the triple of 'S which

is constructed out of X in Theorem 8.2. Then we have

(a) x is a bijection of%% onto 'S.

(b) For X = (F„ F0, F,/2, a,/2, Ux, U0) we get

X(A),.= F„     i = 0, 1,

if in (2.3) we choose p to be the unit c of <&x(Xy Further (Sl^)), = V¡, i = 0, |,

la/u/L/,.(x,.) = ^xW(x,.)|„   ,/ = 0, 1.
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(c) The inverse mapping of \ is given by assigning to each triple F of 'S the

tuple X = (F„ F0, Vx/2, ox/2, t/„ U0), where

(1) Vx,2 denotes the Peirce-\-space of%F with respect to c,

(2) ax/2 is the restriction of oF to Vx/2,

(3) F¡ is given by (2.3), defined with respect to the unit c of <BF.

(4) Ut(xj) := A^xj)^, x,. E F,., i = 0, 1.

Proof. First note that x is well defined by Theorem 8.2. We denote by k

the mapping defined in (c) and are going to prove that k(X) is in %%. We

have to check (C.l) to (C.7). But (C.l) follows from Corollary 3.8 and (C.2) is

obvious. Further, (C.3) is clear because of Theorem 1.6. From [2, Satz 2.1],

and Theorem 1.2(b) we get (C.4) for [/,. Next we state (C.5) for U0, as

Corollary 7.6 shows. To verify (C.6) we define i>0 := AJjl^, M := 3I,/2(c) +

St0(c), and refer to Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.7. Finally, (C.7) is just the

statement of Theorem 3.4. To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that «

is the inverse mapping for x-

Let us start first with a triple F of 'S, F = <A, tj, e>. We split 3t with

respect to the unit c of @ = <SF. We compare Lemma 2.1 with part (c) of

(N.3) and see that the function, constructed out of k(F) by (N.3) coincides

with the original tj. Similarly Theorem 1.8 and Theorem 8.2(d) show that the

cone, constructed for x(F) equals A. Obviously e = c, + cQ and x(K(F)) is

proved for all triples F of 'S. Let us start now with a tuple X of %%. Then by

Remark 8.5(b) we have Vx = @xW, hence p, = eF¡ is the unit c of @x(A-). By

definition of k we have to split 3t = 3lx(*) with respect to c = p,. But, using

(2.3) and (N.3), we obviously get k(x(X)) = X which finishes the proof.
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